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CREATii ART AND CRAFT PRIMARY ONE SECOND TERM

TOPIC LEARMNG LEARNING

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

EMBEDDED
CORE SKILLS

LEARNING

RESOURCES

1- Readmess test

Meaning of craft

Singng the
Nigeri2 naioaal

Types of craft

Uses ofmusic in
øciety.

By the end ofthe lesson

pupils should be able to:

define and explain the
meaning of craft

name some crafts at

By the end ofthe Jason

pupils should be able to:
recite the tonic sol-fa of
the nag comedy;
pronounce some

diffiou}t words discover
and select from tie song

corredy-,
take part in singng the

By the end of lesson
pupils should be able to:

list types ofcraft;

illufiate each of åe
craft work
uke part in a goup

By end ofthe leson
pupils should be able to;

analyse the uses of

relate the importance to

our day to day activities.

Pupils in pairs, discuss the 

meaning of craft and share

: Communication and

collaboration,

Audio visual

i resources:
mth the
Pupfls in pairs, go on gallery

walk to view the picture and

real crafts provide by the

teacher and discuss with the

class eg 1) embroidery 2)

Zbledoth 3) hand kerchief,

Pupils as individuals,

[Tust-ate be picture of the

craft show by åe teacher

with åeir name.

Pupils as a class, listen to the
teacher while teaching

tonic sol-fa of ffe Nigeria
naäonal anthem

Pupils as a class, Esten to the
corre< pronunaation of
vocabulary from de sony

Pupils in pairs, sing
national anåern

Pupils as individual, list

åe craft in the dass and at

home

Pupils as a das
illustate; åe craft on åe
chart provide by teader.

Pupils in small groups,
parake an organized coup

work to produce purse.

Pupils in pairs, sing
some religiots song and
discuss lesson derive

from it and discuss the

class.

Critical thinking and

problem sol'ving

Leadership and

personal development

Creatifity and
imagination,

Communicaäon and

collaboration,

Critical thinläng and

problem solving

Leadership and

personal developmefl

Creativity and

imagnaåon,

Communicadon and

collaboration,

Criåcal thin}äng and

problem solving
Indership and
personal development,

Creaåvity and
imagination,

Communication and

collaboration,

Critical thinking and

Pupils as a class, listen problem solving
to a playrecord/music from Leadership and
the teacher and outline personal development
messages from the music and

share with class

Pupils as individual,
relate the message to our day

to day activities in the society

paper, glue,

scissors, pencil,

cardboard. fabric

etc
Web resources:

nß.xhcd-wg

dfrn.com

Audio visual

Piano, recorder,

violin etc
Picture of national

flag and coat of

arms

Web resources:

https://%'.%%%'.yout

ube.com/watch?v=

avPeaa%bc
Audio visual

resources:

Basket, mat, pot,

calabash

Pictures of
different types of

Web resources:

htG$(/yqutu.he/
wMy0üNYzRc

Audio 'visual

CD players, piano,

recorder,

notebook

Chart showing

places where

music was used

Veb Resources:

https://yqutu.belt

w

http$//youtu.be10

KaC762EmTQ
i.e. in relation to business
with, communication,

eduation and discuss with.
the class.
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CULTURAL AND CREATIVE ARTS

TOPICS
WKS

Definition of

5. dance

Types of dance.

LEARNING
0B ECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

demonstrate dance as in

movement of the body;

discuss types of dance

observes in the school

and their locality;

to discuss the

importance of dance in

our school and society

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Pupils in pairs,
demonstrate movement of
the body to the song from the
classmate or music provided
by the teacher.
Pupils as a group to discuss

types of dance and relate it to

their society.

Pupils in small groups organize
for a dancing competition

example; entertainment, their class.

Introduction to

6.
story telling

to pass information or

massage to make people

ha

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

tell stories about them

self;

outline the theme of a

story;

follow teacher's
illustration to form

short story.

7 MID TERM TEST

8 Introduction to By the end of the lesson,

Recorder.

9
Sense of
Belonging

pupils should be able to;

position the fingers on

the recorder correctly;

manipulate a recorder,

and share vhth the class;

blow sound correctly

with the recorder.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

define sense of

belonging;

outline some items that
can be personal;

explain the Importance
of sense of belonging;

discuss how to achieve
sense of belonging

Pupils as individual,
introduce/tell class about

themselves.

Pupils in small groups,

go on gallery to view/study

the picture of a story telling,
and discuss in the class.

Pupils as individual,

suggest the subject matter of

the story. i.e. the way it
develops and the surprise

and discuss with the class.

Pupils as individual,

form a short story with the

ideas generated. (tolerance,

rodi son .

Pupils in small groups,

go on gallery to study the

finger print chart provide by

the teacher and discuss with

the class.

Pupils as individuals,

listen and watch the teacher

on how to manipulate a

recorder and discuss with the

class.

Pupils as individuals,

apply the knowledge by

playing the recorder.

Pupils as individual, identify

what belongs to them and

discuss with the class.

Pupils as a class, recall work

done in the class that

require joint hand.

Pupils as individuals, go on

gallery walk to view chart of

people working for the

development of their

community and discuss with

the class.

Pupils individually state /
explain how sense of

belonging can be achieve in

EMBEDDED
CORE SKILLS

Creativity and

imagination,

Communication and
collaboration,
Critical thinking and
problem solving,
Leadership and
personal development,

Citizenship.

Creativity and

imagination,

Communication and

collaboration,

Critical thinking and

problem solving,

Leadership and

personal development.

Creativity and

imagination,

Communicaüon and

collaboration,
Critical thinking and
problem solving

Leadership and
personal development.

Communication and

collaboration,
Critical thinking and

problem solving,
Leadership and
personal development,

Citizenship.

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Audio-Visual
Resources:

Video clips of
different dances.

Pictures of dancers

with label.

Pictorial of dancers

in attire

Web Resources:
https://youtu.be/6
7ZCW1jzrB!J

https://xoutu.beL

MyPKaf8ncxM

Audio visual
resources:

Picture, story book
television tape etc.

eb Resources:

https://mrw,yout

M432MYML314

Audio visual

resources:

Recorder, Plano,

chart showing
proper fingering
positions on
recorder.
eb resources:

https://www.yout

sR8v1pHvqpM
https://www.yout

Audio visual
resources:
Chart of
community
development

Programmes of
events relate to
sense of belonging

the class and our society and

discuss with the class

LA

edudelighttutors,oonf)


